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Dogeliens (DOGET) is one of the latest metaverse-based meme coins to enter the market
with big potential, read to find why you should not miss it. 

 

The meme coin market is filled with new projects almost every day, so it is almost impossible to find
the most promising project in the sea of available options.

 

The purpose of this article is to introduce you to Dogeliens (DOGET), one of the latest meme token
projects to enter the market and one that should not be overlooked if you are looking for a new
meme token project with great market potential in 2022.

 

But what exactly is Dogeliens project, and is it worth getting involved? Read on to find out more.

 

A Brief Glance at Dogeliens (DOGET)
Dogeliens (DOGET) is a metaverse-based meme token project built on the Binance Smart Chain. The
project aims to climb the dog token ladder, following in the pawprints of Dogecoin and Shiba Inu
whilst also providing a token with a diverse utility to keep users invested in growing and developing
the space.

 

DOGET tokens are plentiful and low cost, making the project easy to get involved in for anyone with
an interest in the meme token or metaverse spaces. The project is also universally appealing thanks
to being an open-source platform, meaning that its code is publicly available, allowing it to be copied
or modified however users see fit without needing a license.
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There are three primary pillars of the Dogeliens (DOGET) ecosystem, with the biggest being The
Spaceship. This pillar acts as the portal to the metaverse for DOGET holders, where users will be
able to interact and engage with one another within a metaverse space. The space will have multiple
regions to explore, including Pup Springs and The Great Terrier Reef.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

What Makes Dogeliens Different?
Getting involved in the Dogeliens project offers many benefits to users. Aside from the fun and
engaging community aspects that come along with meme tokens and metaverse spaces, DOGET
holders are also able to receive many other benefits and opportunities, with the following being just
three.

 

The University of Barkington Provides Crypto Education to DOGET Holders 

As the world continues to head toward the possibilities of Web3, projects currently engaging in the
space must provide the tools needed for those new to the space to understand it.

 

The University of Barkington is the second pillar of the Dogeliens ecosystem and acts as a space to
provide crypto education to DOGET holders. Users can enroll as a student and use DOGET tokens to
purchase courses on topics from blockchain technology to graphic design.

 

Those with in-depth knowledge can even make and teach their courses, with DOGETs used to
purchase these courses going to the user who created them.

 

The Charity Wallet of Dogeliens 

Dogeliens (DOGET) has set out to change the crypto ecosystem and the world. The project intends to
do this via its Charity Wallet, which will be used to make monthly charity donations decided upon via
votes from the community.
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When making transactions with Dogeliens (DOGET), there is a 10% tax fee. 3% of this fee goes
directly to the charity wallet, meaning that the value of these monthly donations is determined
completely by the community and their engagement with the platform. The more you use Dogeliens,
the more you give to good causes, making it all the more worthwhile to participate in the Dogeliens
ecosystem.

 

Engage in the Dogeliens Invasion With ‘Dogelien Army’

Finally, Dogeliens will also be hosting their very own NFT line, dubbed the ‘Dogelien Army’. This line
will consist of 10,000 alien-themed Doge NFTs, with ownership also providing users with exclusive
benefits and discounts on top of the value found in NFTs through their uniqueness and scarcity.

 

It is a truly broad ecosystem and one that provides benefits that suit a wide variety of crypto users.

 

How to Get Started with DOGET
To invest in DOGET tokens, make sure you have access to the Binance Smart Chain mainnet, which
is most popular through the BSC wallet MetaMask and Wallet Connect. From there, follow the steps
listed on the Dogeliens pre-sale page and you’ ll have the tokens!
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